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ABSTRACTCongestion ontrol in the Internet relies on binary adjust-ment algorithms. For example, Transmission Control Pro-tool (TCP) in its ongestion avoidane mode behaves sim-ilarly to Additive-Inrease Multipliative-Derease (AIMD)algorithm. The lassial analysis by Chiu and Jain reom-mends AIMD based on the assertion that among stable linearalgorithms, AIMD ensures the quikest onvergene to fairstates. We demonstrate inorretness of this assertion. Foran asynhronous version of Chiu-Jain model, we show thatAIMD is sensitive to initial onditions and has multiple un-fair attrators. Our �ndings question the appropriateness ofAIMD for binary ongestion ontrol. We attribute some ofour observations to unrealisti features of Chiu-Jain modeland argue that binary adjustment algorithms should be an-alyzed in a more realisti model.
1. INTRODUCTIONThe Internet serves a multitude of users that spread allover the globe, ompete for numerous network resoures,and have hanging ommuniation demands. In suh a om-plex system, it is arduous to provide every user with up-to-date information about its fair and eÆient load on the net-work. Instead, ongestion ontrol in the Internet relies onbinary adjustment algorithms: a user adjusts its load in re-sponse to binary signals that indiate whether the user mustderease or an inrease the load. For example, Transmis-sion Control Protool (TCP) exerises binary ongestion on-trol { the TCP sender steps up its transmission after reeiv-ing a new aknowledgment; the sender redues its load upona retransmission timeout or after reeiving three dupliateaknowledgments [1, 5℄. Until the �rst indiation of onges-tion, eah TCP onnetion raises its load in a manner resem-bling the Multipliative-Inrease (MI) algorithm [3℄. This re-liane on MI is supposed to enable quik onvergene to eÆ-ient states. One eÆieny is ahieved, the TCP onnetionswithes to the ongestion avoidane mode and adjusts theload similarly to Additive-Inrease Multipliative-Derease(AIMD) algorithm [3℄. The hoie of AIMD is supposed toprovide stability, i.e., onvergene to fair eÆient states.To our knowledge, the only theoretial justi�ation forfavoring AIMD appears in the lassial work by Chiu andJain [3℄. Aording to their analysis of linear adjustmentalgorithms, AIMD provides the quikest onvergene to fair-ness. In this paper, we review Chiu-Jain analysis and derive

several surprising results. In partiular, we refute the as-sertion that AIMD guarantees the fastest onvergene to fairstates. We also examine a model that allows di�erent usersto have di�erent round-trip times. In this asynhronous ver-sion of Chiu-Jain model, AIMD behaves haotially: it is sen-sitive to initial onditions and has multiple unfair attrators.We attribute some of our observations to unrealisti featuresof Chiu-Jain model and argue that the problem of hoosingan appropriate algorithm for binary adjustments should beexamined in a more realisti model.The rest of our paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2presents Chiu-Jain analysis. Setion 3 examines the issueof onvergene to fair states. Setion 4 extends the analysisto the asynhronous version of Chiu-Jain model. Finally,Setion 5 gives a summary of our onlusions.
2. CHIU-JAIN MODEL AND ANALYSISIn [3℄, Chiu and Jain use a simple model to analyze binaryongestion ontrol. They represent the network as a singleresoure shared by ooperative users. The model assumesthat all users have the same round-trip time and adjust theirloads simultaneously. Consequently, the model employs adisrete timesale where every instant t orresponds to themoment when eah user i adjusts its load to xi(t). Thenetwork provides the users with a binary feedbak y(t) whihindiates whether the total load X(t� 1) after the previousadjustment exeeds an optimal value Xgoal:y(t) = � 1 if X(t� 1) > Xgoal;0 if X(t� 1) � Xgoal (1)where X(t) is the ombined load of all n users at time t:X(t) = nXi=1 xi(t): (2)Note that the model assumes uniform feedbak { all theusers reeive the same bit y(t). The users have no aess toother external information inluding n, Xgoal, or X(t� 1).Chiu and Jain perform a stati analysis for the followinglass of linear adjustment algorithms:8i xi(t) = � aI + bIxi(t� 1) if y(t) = 0;aD + bDxi(t� 1) if y(t) = 1 (3)where aI , bI , aD, and bD are real onstants.The riteria for seleting an appropriate algorithm inludeits stability: for any initial loads of the users, load xi(t) of


